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The direct simulation of Monte Carlo method was 
employed to calculate the flow structure, such as mean 
velocity, temperature, pressure and mean quantities of 
various order of momentum fluctuations correlations 
of free shear layer at hypersonic speed. 
The corresponding probability density function of 
velocity will also investigated. 
In this study the detailed joint distribution function 
f(u’,v’) will be emphasized.  
To counter explain the basic in side physical 
structure of the higher order correlations such as 
( ''vu ? 2u′ ? 2v′ ? vu ′′2 ? 3u′ ? 3v′ ? 4u′ ? 4v′  
etc.) Another important feature of this study is put on 
the momentum & temperature fluctuation correlations 
( '' ',' TvTu ) will be investigated for the first time. 
The corresponding pdf f(T’), f(u’,T’), f(v’,T’)will 
also be calculated in this study. Difficulties on the 
calculation of joint pdf, f(u’,v’), f(u’,T’)&f(v’,T’) are 
expected, but we are confident that we will make it. 
 



















Simulation Monte Carlo Method ??? DSMC ) ?
?????????????????????
???????probabilistic simulation?????
??? Haviland ? Lavin ? 1962 ???(1)??
????????????? Bird ??????
(2)??????? (time variable) ???????
??????????????????????
??? (homogeneous) ???????????
(relaxation) ????? 1965??Bird (3)????
?????????????????????
























(12)(13)??? ..........',','','' 322 uuvuvu ????
??? DSMC ???????????????
??”Turbulence”(??)????????????







?????????(pdf in velocity space)???
??????????????????????
?????????????????????



















   
???????????????? Joint 
pdf ???????????????????
???????? ( )'uf ? ( )'vf ? ( )vvf ′,' ??
??????????????(Skewness, 3u′ , 
3v′ ) ????(Flatness 4u′ , 4v′ )??????







( ''vu ? 2u′ ? 2v′ ? vu ′′2 ? 3u′ ? 3v′ ? 4u′ ? 4v′ ?( )'uf ? ( )'vf ? ( )'Tf )???????????
??????????????????? 
 
2. ???? '' ',' TvTu ?“??”????????
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? 5. ????? 2/'' cvu− ?????(r=0.6) 
 
 










































? 7????? 44 /' cu  ?????(r=0.6) 
 
 
(XY)  19 Apr 2000 













? 8????? (inf)*/'' Tctu ???(r=0.6) 
 
(XY )  17 Mar 2 000 











? 9 r=0.6? .04.0=η ? ( )'tf ??? 
 
 






















? 10  r=0.6?x/path=5?η = 0? ( )',' tuf ??? 
 
























? 11  r=0.6?x/path=10?η = −012. ? ( )',' tvf ??? 
